Abstract
A case report of 6-year-old boy with progeria syndrome, with marked cardiac complications is presented. The boy had cardiorespiratory failure. Discoloured purpuric skin patches, alopecia, prominent forehead, protuberant eyes, flattened nasal cartilage, malformed mandible, hypodontition, and deformed rigid fingers and toes were observed on examination. The boy was unable to speak. A sclerotic systolic murmur was audible over the mitral and aortic areas. Chest x-rays showed cardiac enlargement and the electrocardiogram (ECG) showed giant peaked P waves (right atrial hypertrophy) and right ventricular hypertrophy. Atherosclerotic dilated ascending aorta, thickened sclerotic aortic, mitral, and tricuspid valves with increased echo texture, left and right atrial and right ventricular dilatation, reduced left ventricular cavity, and thickened speckled atrial and ventricular septa were observed on echocardiography.
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Introduction
In 1886, Jonathan Hutchinson succinctly reported a 4-year-old boy looking like an old man. Almost two decades later, a second similar case was reported, which was thereafter named Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS). Accelerated or premature aging (progeria) is a very rare genetic disorder, occurring in 1 per 4,000,000 live births; males are affected 1.5 times more than the females, and most cases have been reported from the Caucasians. Progerin accumulation is considered to be the cause of the disorder. Survival is restricted to the teenage, and death occurs mostly due to respiratory infections, congestive cardiac failure, myocardial infarction and stroke.

A child with progeria is borne normally; dysmorphic features appear with age. These include retarded growth, narrow chest, baldness, macrocephaly, pinched beaked nose (bird-like face), and protuberant eyes with the absence of eyebrows and lashes. The skin appears senile with spots along with loss of subcutaneous fat. A deformed oral cavity is found with irregular teeth. Fingers and toes are malformed; musculoskeletal abnormalities occur due to osteoporosis and skeletal dysplasia, with swollen stiff joints and hip dislocations. Presence of abnormal collagen, causing generalised atherosclerosis, leads to most deaths, which are due to fatal cardiovascular or cerebrovascular vasculopathy in children and adolescents. The causative progerin is a possible clue to the control of senilism. The synonym senilis cordis is generally implied for atherosclerotic cardiovascular pathology (cardiac sclerosis) due to the aging process over the age of 60 years.

Case Report
A 6-year-old boy (M.M.) from Peshawar was referred from the Children-B Ward of Khyber Teaching Hospital, Peshawar with presenting complaints related to chest infection for the preceding 6 weeks and symptoms of cardiac failure for 18 months. The features of abnormal growth and aging were noticed at 2.8 years (Figure-1). He had a normal elder 9-year-old brother.

On examination, reduced height and body mass index (BMI), alopecia, prominent forehead, protuberant eyes, flattened nose bridge, deformed hypodontition, deformed mandible, and dry sclerodermic purpuric skin patches over the abdomen and limbs were observed. The hands and feet were small with malformed rigid fingers and toes. Hearing was within normal limits, but the boy was unable to speak. Pulse was 144 beats per minute and the blood pressure was 90/70 mmHg. Crepitations in the lung fields and a proto-diastolic gallop were audible. A short systolic (sclerotic) murmur was audible over the mitral and the aortic areas and signs of congestive cardiac failure were present. On laboratory investigations, haemoglobin was found to be 9.3 G/dl, urea was 47mg/dl, and serum cholesterol was 187mg/dl. Chest x-rays showed cardiac enlargement, and the electrocardiogram (ECG) showed right atrial hypertrophy with giant peaked P waves (leads II, III and...
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Figure-1: The boy: a. Baldness, protuberant eyes, flattened nose bridge, malformed hypodontition, b. Pigmented scaly skin, c. Deformed fingers, d. Arthritic ankle and deformed toes.

Figure-2: a. Chest x-ray showing marked cardiomegaly, b. ECG showing right atrial hypertrophy with giant peaked P waves in leads II, III, aVF (arrows) and right ventricular hypertrophy.

Figure-3: a. Long axis four chambers (LX4C) view showing sclerotic mitral (MV), aortic (AV) and tricuspid valves (TV) with increased echo texture, b. Short axis (SX) view showing sclerotic mitral valve (MV), c. M (motion) mode, showing thickened sclerotic mitral leaflets (MV).
aVF) and right ventricular hypertrophy (Figure-2).

On 2D echocardiography, atherosclerotic dilated ascending aorta with sclerotic aortic valve (Vmax 188/second), thickened sclerotic mitral valve (MVA 1.3 cm²), and aortic and tricuspid valves with increased echo texture were recorded. Right and left atrial and ventricular dilatations and thickened speckled atrial and ventricular septa were recorded. M-mode showed thickened sclerotic mitral leaflets (Figure-3).

Discussion
Since the earlier reports of the first two recorded cases, reports on progeria have been few and far between. A survey by the Progeria Research Foundation confirmed that only 80 known children with progeria, 5 months to 21 years of age, were living across the world in August 2011. The first case of progeria in Pakistan was reported in 2008.4

Progeria, or accelerated aging ("geras" for old age in Greek), is a very rare genetic disorder, with an incidence of 1 in 4,000,000 live births. It is caused by mutation of lamin-A gene, which replaces cytosine by thymine to form an unusual form of lamin-A protein (progerin) that normally forms the nuclear envelope. Vascular progerin generation significantly increases throughout life with effect on cardiovascular aging. Abnormal collagen leads to generalised atherosclerosis, which causes death due to myocardial infarction and stroke. Abnormal accumulation of progerin is considered to be the cause of progeria, and most of the cases die at early ages of 7-20 years due to heart failure, myocardial infarction and stroke.

The first case from Pakistan of a 6-year-old girl with progeria reported retarded growth, alopecia, senile skin, macrocephaly, protruding eyes with loss of eyebrows and eye-lashes and thin beaked nose, micrognathia, malformed oral cavity with discoloured crowded irregular teeth. She had anaemia, elevated serum lipid levels, and decreased carotid arterial texture. On radiological investigation, calcification in soft tissues around multiple joints, skull diastasis of the sagittal suture, hypoplastic mandible, osteoporotic ribs and clavicles, and terminal resorption of phalanges were seen. The ultrasonographic and electrocardiographic findings were normal.

We are reporting herein a 6-year-old boy with progeria, who presented with respiratory infection and cardiac failure and was confirmed to have cardiovascular atherosclerotic changes, which included a characteristic systolic (sclerotic) murmur of valvular sclerosis, and signs of congestive cardiac failure. Chest X-rays showed cardiomegaly and the electrocardiogram showed right atrial and ventricular hypertrophy. Echocardiography confirmed dilated atherosclerotic aortic root with septal involvement, and thickened sclerotic aortic, mitral and tricuspid valves, with atrial dilatation and systolic and diastolic ventricular dysfunctions.

In 31 typical reported cases of progeria, cardiac murmurs were common after the age of 5 years, with systemic (diastolic) hypertension, cardiomegaly, and hypercholesterolaemia developed in many cases. In 15 children (1-17 years) with progeria, prolonged prothrombin time, raised serum phosphorus level, insulin unresponsiveness, and growth hormone deficiency, elevated blood pressure and decreased ankle-brachial indexes, were common. Growth hormone treatment in a few patients increased growth by 10% and weight by 50%. In progeria, the carotid-femoral pulse wave velocity was significantly elevated with echo brightness of the carotid arterial texture.

Coronary atherosclerosis and prominent adventitial fibrosis with high level of progerin were demonstrated on autopsy of 2 children with progeria who died due to myocardial infarction. Two unrelated young women with LMNA gene mutation, and similar features of accelerated aging, presented with progressive dilated cardiomyopathy and had premature ovarian failure. LMNA, a complex protein of the mammalian nuclear lamina, is encoded with the LMNA gene. A mutation of prelamin causes progeria. Children with progeria are advised a high-calorie diet, protection against infection, small daily dose of aspirin and lipid-lowering drug (statin) to prevent heart attack and stroke. Physiotherapy is required for prevention of injuries. A bisphosphonate drug to protect bones may be used. A farnesyltransferase inhibitors (a progerin-blocker drug Rapamycin) has been experimentally reported to remove progerin in children with progeria.

Conclusion
Progeria is a very rare disorder and is due to abnormal accumulation of progerin. The survival of progerian children is restricted to childhood and adolescents. Currently there are about 100 known living cases in the world. Studies on progeria may lend some clue to controlling premature senescence!
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